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abhorrence.    Practical activity is the whole duty of man.
His nature rusts like iron if it is not used.
Very different were the principles of Cicero, who
stands, whatever we may think of his character, as the
first fruit of the union of Greek and Roman thought and
learning. What he tells us about education has principal
reference to the education of the orator, and there is this
inconvenience in his remarks, that we cannot tell when
he is expressing his own opinions and Tvhen fye is merely
translating the commonplaces of some Greek philosopher.
The aim of education is the perfection of the individual
If all citizens are developed to the highest level of their
powers, how blessed will be the State that contains
them ! The teacher is to temper severity with mildness.
He is to be equal in his punishments, and never speak or
strike in anger, Religion is of the highest importance.
The gods are the masters and directors of human affairs.
Education is to begin with the earliest childhood. We
roust turn to account the games of children, and be par-
ticularly careful of the company by which .he^ are
surrounded. We must take great pains to deyelop their
memory, and for this purpose passages of Greek*" and
Roman writers are to be learnt by heart. We shall find
systems of artificial memory useful, in which the sight is
made to assist the faculty of the brain. In choosing a
profession the young man is to follow the guidance of
his nature after he has carefully proved his powers and
capacities. We must protect him against the destructive
attacks of the passions ; and if he is destined for public
life we must feed his ambition and love of distinction.
The orator, whose education Cicero minutely describes,
must not be gifted merely with readiness of tongue and
fluency of speech, nor with the natural gifts of stature,
presence, and melody of voice. We should find in him

